Directions to Llanlliana, Llanbadrig, Cemaes Bay, Anglesey, LL67 0LN.
Tel: Office 01407 710164, Mob 07904 906416.
We have a pin in google maps which will bring you directly to the door. This is can either be followed
directly from our website or from a mobile device when ‘Llanlliana’ is entered into google maps.
From Valley Direction:
Take the A55 over the Britannia Bridge onto Anglesey, leave the A55 at Jct 3, Valley and take the A5025
sign posted to Amlwch.
On reaching Cemaes go straight over the roundabout and then take the 3rd left off the A5025 onto a
single-track lane towards the Gadlys Hotel, pass the Gadlys Hotel on your left.
Follow the lane and keep bearing right for 1.1 miles, Llanlliana timber farm gates are on your left with a
slate Llanlliana slate sign and a steel post box. Follow the drive to the second cattle grid and you will see
the Llanlliana house.
Sat Navs will bring you to within 400 m of the gates to Llanlliana, using the postcode guests usually
arrive at 'Isallt' which is one of our neighbours. Isallt is a brilliantly kept white farm house and will be on
your right.
At this point follow the lane for another 400m or so, the road dips into a hollow and bends up a hill to
the left on the other side. The Llanlliana Gates are halfway up the rise on the left with a slate Llanlliana
sign on the gate and a steel post box. Follow the drive to the second cattle grid and you will see the
Llanlliana house.
From Amlwch Direction:
Take the A55 over the Britannia Bridge onto Anglesey, at Jct 8 take the A5025 following signs to
Amlwch. From Amlwch head towards Cemaes Bay, passing through Bull Bay and then Burwen.
On leaving Burwen 0.5 miles further along the A5025 there is a 'Llanbadrig' sign post on the left of the
road just before a lay by. A further 0.5 miles after the 'Llanbadrig' sign is a turning to the right onto a
single-track lane with passing places sign posted as unsuitable for long vehicles. Turn right off the A5025
onto the single-track lane at this point.
Follow the lane for 1.1 miles, the entrance to Llanlliana is on the right. The farm entrance has a pair
timber gates with a slate Llanlleiana sign and a stainless-steel post box.
Go through the gates and cross the 1st cattle grid, follow the drive to the 2nd cattle grid at which point
Llanlliana House is visible, cross the cattle grid and proceed to the house.

